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Abstract 

During their operation, modern aircraft engine components are subjected to increasingly demanding operating conditions, 
especially the high pressure turbine (HPT) blades. Such conditions cause these parts to undergo different types of time-dependent 
degradation, one of which is creep. A model using the finite element method (FEM) was developed, in order to be able to predict 
the creep behaviour of HPT blades. Flight data records (FDR) for a specific aircraft, provided by a commercial aviation 
company, were used to obtain thermal and mechanical data for three different flight cycles. In order to create the 3D model 
needed for the FEM analysis, a HPT blade scrap was scanned, and its chemical composition and material properties were 
obtained. The data that was gathered was fed into the FEM model and different simulations were run, first with a simplified 3D 
rectangular block shape, in order to better establish the model, and then with the real 3D mesh obtained from the blade scrap. The 
overall expected behaviour in terms of displacement was observed, in particular at the trailing edge of the blade. Therefore such a 
model can be useful in the goal of predicting turbine blade life, given a set of FDR data. 
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Abstract 

The design of cyclically loaded components is in many cases carried out on the basis of experiments on small-
scale laboratory specimens. In this approach, many effects such as load ratio, residual stresses and short crack 
growth are taken into account and described in a computational crack growth model. However, it can be seen that the 
prediction of the actual component lifetime with such models often is clearly too conservative. The reason for this 
behaviour can be found in occurring load sequence effects during operation, which are often not dealt with in the 
context of small-scale experiments. 

This paper attempts to examine such variations of applied load stresses as they may occur during operation. On 
the basis of cyclically loaded single edge bending (SEB) specimens, crack retardation effects are investigated in 
detail. It will be shown that residual stresses and overloads as well as extended operation times under small loads can 
lead to a significant extension of the lifetime of a component. 
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1. Introduction 

For damage tolerant design of cyclically loaded components such as railway axles, a detailed knowledge of the 
crack propagation behavior is essential. Therefore a few years ago the project ‘Safe and economic operation of 
running gears’ (Eisenbahnfahrwerke 2, EBFW2) was realized (Lütkepohl et al. (2009), Luke et al. (2010) and 
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Luke et al. (2011)). Within EBFW2 a computational method for determining the residual life and/or inspection 
intervals of railway axles by means of fatigue crack growth calculations was developed. Although even various 
residual stress states can be considered in this computational model, non-negligible differences between computation 
and tests on full-scale components have been observed, with the full-scale components consistently exhibiting longer 
lifetimes than predicted. The computational method was developed using fracture mechanics material parameters 
derived from laboratory specimens. Provided that there exists no size effect between laboratory specimens and full-
scale component tests, further effects or mechanism are expected to be responsible for the occurring differences. To 
clarify these differences, the project ‘Probabilistic fracture mechanics concept for the assessment of railway 
wheelsets’ (Eisenbahnfahrwerke 3, EBFW3) was started. 

The computational model developed in Lütkepohl et al. (2009) was based on the NASGRO fatigue crack growth 
equation. The NASGRO equation is able to describe the crack propagation rate for long cracks. 
Maierhofer et al. (2014a) modified the NASGRO equation slightly to consider also the behavior of short cracks. 
Also the growth of cracks emanating from deep sharp notches is not considered in the common NASGRO equation 
(Maierhofer et al. (2015)). This means that, considering the current state of knowledge (Maierhofer et al. (2014a, 
2015)), the computational model will lead to even higher differences between prediction and full-scale tests. Hence, 
there must exist some additional mechanisms which are responsible for the deceleration of the crack propagation rate 
in full-scale tests in comparison to standard laboratory testing. Within the project EBFW3 the following main 
reasons for differences between constant load tests on small-scale fracture mechanics specimens and block program 
testing on full-scale test axles were found to be potentially responsible for crack retardation effects: 

• Compressive residual stresses 
• Overloads 
• Small loads near the fatigue crack growth threshold 

 
In the present contribution, the influence of these mechanisms on the fatigue crack propagation rate is 

investigated in detail. 
 

Nomenclature 

a0 notch depth 
da/dN crack propagation rate 
∆a crack extension 
∆K stress intensity factor range 
∆K0 crack growth threshold at R=0 
∆Kox stress intensity factor range 
∆Kth,ox stress intensity factor range for building up an oxide layer 
Kmax maximum stress intensity factor during one load cycle 
Kmin minimum stress intensity factor during one load cycle 
Kmax,OL maximum stress intensity factor during an overload 
Kox model parameter for oxide induced retardation 
Kres fictitious residual stress intensity factor due to overloads 
LOL model parameter for overload induced retardation 
Lox model parameter for oxide induced retardation 
Nox number of applied small load cycles 
mox model parameter for oxide induced retardation 
Φ Gallagher’s retardation factor 
pOL model parameter for overload induced retardation 
pox model parameter for oxide induced retardation 
qox model parameter for oxide induced retardation 
rox model parameter for oxide induced retardation 
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R applied load ratio 
Reff  effective load ratio 
sox model parameter for oxide induced retardation 
σmax local maximum stress during one load cycle 
σmax,load maximum load stress  
σmin local minimum stress during one load cycle 
σmin,load minimum load stress 
σres residual stress 
ZOL size of overload influenced zone 
Zox size of oxide influenced zone 

2. Material and experimental procedure 

To investigate crack retardation effects standard fracture mechanics testing on deep notched SE(B) (single edge 
notched bending, SENB) specimens was conducted (see Fig. 1).  

 

 

Fig. 1. Specimen geometry. 

As material for the experimental investigations, the QT steel EA4T (EN13261 (2003)) widely used for axles was 
chosen. The material has a bainitic microstructure and a hardness of ~245 HV10. In the tensile test, a 0.2% offset 
yield stress of 512 MPa, a tensile strength of 674 MPa, and an elongation to fracture of 18.9% are obtained.  

For determining the fatigue crack propagation behavior, SENB specimens measuring 250x6x50 mm with notch 
depths a0 = 10 mm were machined. The notches were generated by wire electrical discharge machining and 
sharpened by means of razor blade polishing with diamond paste (1 µm). The samples were then compression pre-
cracked at a load ratio of R=20 to obtain a fatigue pre-crack. Due to tensile residual stresses from compression pre-
cracking, the pre-crack is fully open so that crack closure effects can be excluded at the beginning of the crack 
growth experiment, see also Pippan et al. (1994) and Tabernig and Pippan (2002). The applied stress intensity to 
generate the pre crack was chosen as small as possible in order to reduce the residual stress affected regime in front 
of the pre-crack (∆K ~ 14 MPa m1/2, more than 105 cycles). The pre-crack measured from the notch root typically 
has a length between 20 and 80 µm; the notch root radius is smaller than 10 µm. 

The experiments were performed at room temperature under laboratory conditions. The samples were subjected to 
cyclic loading under four-point bending in a resonance test rig at a testing frequency of ~100 Hz. Fatigue crack 
growth was measured using the direct current potential drop (DCPD) method. Any temperature influence on the 
measured electric potential drop due to the Seebeck effect at bimaterial junctions was excluded by periodic 
switching of the direction of the electric current and subsequent averaging.  
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